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  ABSTRACT 
 

Computers have become more pervasive and linked to Internet, they are open to a cornucopia of 

security threats ranging from unsolicited e-mail messages to drive-by downloads to botnets. These 

threats have become more vulnerable in recent years and the conventional methods used till now have 

become obsolete. Machine Learning is considered to be an ideal solution for this issue. This report 

considers all the aspects of integrating machine learning and computer security and based on those 

aspects and facts conclude whether it causes an advancement in securing computers or deteriorate the 

same. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

With the rapid growth of Internet and the network complexity, securing computer systems has become 

a unnerving task. New and complex attack techniques are being developed by attackers taking 

advantage of the intricate methods used in today’s networks and systems. There has been a constant 

war between the security perpetrators and information security professionals. 

 

 Proactive detection of attacks exists but these approaches are suitable only for known attacks. 

Problem still exists for novel attacks. Machine learning has been one of the best advancements in 

computer science. With the help of machine learning, one can automate the process of flow and it 

helps to increase the overall efficiency. In this dissertation, we will consider various factors to 

determine whether the use of machine learning in computer security is beneficial or not. 

  

[2] WHAT IS COMPUTER SECURITY 

A computer system consists of series of hardware and software components. Computer security 

deals with the protection of these components. Computer Security can be considered as a three way 

cyclic process which includes the analysis, detection and prevention measures against threats.[1] 
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Figure 1: Three way cyclic process of computer security 

 

There are various factors which needs to be considered with respect to computer security 

like confidentiality, integrity, availability. A computer system can be called secure only when 

these factors are satisfied. 

 

[2.1] COMMON ATTACK METHODS 

 

 

[2.1.1] MALWARE 

Malware refers to various kinds of malicious software, such as viruses, root kits, worms, ransom ware 

etc. Once malware gets in your computer, it can cause all sorts of havoc, from taking 

control of your system, to monitoring your actions, or to steal confidential data from your system. 

 
Attackers use different techniques to get malware into your system, but at some stage it requires the 

user to do some mistake to install the malware. These mistakes include clicking a link to 

download a file, or opening an attachment that might look harmless, but actually comprises of a 

malware installer hidden in it. 

 

[2.1.2] PHISHING 
 

In a phishing attack, an attacker sends a fake link to its host to a user in the form of an advertisement 

or some deceptive texts with the link. This fake link contains a cloned version of an 

original site. It tries to fool users to steal confidential information like for example by cloning 

facebook.com; the attacker can try to steal username and password. In order to combat phishing 

attempts, understanding the importance of verifying email senders and attachments/links is essential. 

 

[2.1.3] SQL INJECTION ATTACK 
 

SQL stands for structured query language; it is a programming language used to create and 

communicate with databases. Many company’s servers that store sensitive data for websites and 

accounts use SQL to store and manage the data in their databases. A SQL injection attack specifically 

targets these kind of servers, using malicious program to get the server to give out information 

that it normally wouldn’t. for example if a SQL server is vulnerable to this attack, it may be possible 

for an attacker to go to a website’s search box and type in the malicious code that would force the 

site’s SQL server to divulge all of its stored usernames and passwords for the site. 

 

 [2.1.4] DENIAL OF SERVICE (DoS) 
 

If a website is flooded with more traffic than it can handle, it’ll overload the website’s server 

and it’ll become impossible for the website to provide its content to users who are trying to access 

it. This can happen for many reasons of course, say if a huge news story leaks or breaks and a 

newspaper’s website gets overloaded with traffic from people trying to find out more. But these kind 

of traffic overload is malicious, as an attacker floods a website with a large amount of traffic 

to essentially shut it down for all users. In few scenarios, these Denial of service attacks are performed 

by many computers at the same time. These kind of attacks are known as a Distributed Denial of 

Service Attack (DDoS). These kinds of attack can be even tougher to crack due to the attacker 

accessing from many different IP addresses around the world simultaneously, making determining 

what is the source of the attack even more difficult for security professionals. 

 

[2.1.5] SESSION HIJACKING AND MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACKS 
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While being on the internet, your computer has a lot of small back-and-forth transactions with 

servers around the world letting them know the specific websites or services being requested. 

The connection or session between your computer and the web server is given a unique session 

ID, which remains private between the two parties; however, an attacker can try to hijack this 

session by apprehending this session ID and posing as that computer to make a request, allowing 

them to log in as an unsuspecting user and gain access to unauthorized information on the web 

server. 

 

  

[4] WHAT IS MACHINE LEARNING 

The concept of learning can be described in many ways including acquisition of new kno11wledge, 

enhancement of existing knowledge, representation of knowledge, organization of knowledge and 

discovery of facts through experiments. When these type of learning are performed in computer 

systems with the help of computer programs, it is classified as machine learning. It helps the systems 

to analyze of its own and execute without any supervision or programs based on the analyzed 

data. The process of learning can be described as below: 

 

 
Figure 2: Flow of learning process 

 

 

[5] ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATION OF MACHINE LEARNING WITH 

COMPUTER SECURITY 
 

[5.1] CHALLENGES IN COMPUTER SECURITY  
 

The domain of Computer Security is constantly faced with many challenges. Everyday there 

are new threats developed, new techniques to exploit the computer system. Analysis of these new 

threats is very problematic to security professionals. Today’s attack tools consist of various 

functionalities including propagation, infection and evasion. There are two major lacks in cyber 

security domain which needs to be looked into which concludes why machine learning is a good fit. 

 

 Large amount of useful and raw data is generated every day. These data are very important in 

detecting threats and intrusion and needs to be analyzed very carefully. But it becomes very 

hard for a security professional to go through the new and entire data every day. 

 The second problem is the lack of qualified and experienced individuals to protect the 

infrastructure and systems. This work is very complex and a single mistake can lead to a 

backdoor to major security incidents. 

 

Let us consider an example of an analyst who is responsible for an incident response case. A 

network has been penetrated and malware has been placed on various machines in the network, 

with the purpose of extraction of sensitive data. The analyst is imposed with multiple tasks here; 

discover what has been stolen, how it was stolen, and repairing the system to avoid similar kinds 

of attack again. It would become very tough for the analyst to resolve these issues in a short time 

frame. For example, to deduct what had been stolen, file access logs or network traffic would have 

to be reviewed by the analyst, looking for unauthorized access to sensitive data, or large amounts 
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of data flowing out of the network. To determine how the attacked gained a persistent foothold in 

the network.[2] 

 

[5.2] HOW IS MACHINE LEARNING HELPFUL 

 
Machine Learning automates the task of analysis by providing non-supervision methods and 

within a short time frame. For example a well-trained machine learning model will be able to 

identify unusual traffic and behavior on the network, and close these connections as it occur. A 

well-trained model would also be able to identify new type of malwares that can evade human, and 

can even quarantine these samples before they even execute.[3] A machine learning model equipped 

on the standard operation of a given system may also be able to identify when the system is not 

behaving properly or in odd manner, by the request of a malicious program trying to steal or destroy 

sensitive data. 

 

[5.3] HOW MACHINE LEARNING CAN BE APPLIED IN COMPUTER SECURITY 
 

Basic Requirement of machine learning in computer security is to analyze and interpret large 

amount of data. And this process needs to be automated. Machine Learning can be applied to 

following problem statements. 

 

 

[5.3.1] DETECTION OF UNKNOWN MALICIOUS CODE 

 
Malware or malicious software is a program designed to disrupt the regular behavior and working of a 

computer system or to steal sensitive data from the system or to gain access to the system. 

Now Machine Learning over here can be used in two ways. 

 

 Static Analysis- Analysis of the code 

It analyses the code sequentially byte to byte and tries to detect malware before the execution 

of that program. 

 Dynamic Analysis- Analysis of running process 

It analyses the code during runtime that is it tries to detect malware during the execution of 

the program or after the execution of the program. 

 

 [5.3.2] DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION 

  
Data Leakage system can be defined as system that detects potential data breaches incidents in timely 

manner and prevent them by monitoring data while in use, or at idle state. One of the best 

examples of these kinds of systems is HoneyGen system. This system generates honeytokens which 

are almost like real tokens (data set in a database). This system prevents data leakage as it stores 

fake data in a database with the actual data. 

 

[5.3.2] ACTIVITYBASED VERIFICATION 

 
Authentication of users is a major concern nowadays. These days authentication is based on 

Username and Password which can be easily stolen through various techniques. Activity based 

verification can be broadly used in this area. An example of activity based verification is by 

the use of mouse trajectories. Various actions of the mouse can be used to analyze and interpret to 

perform authentication or to perform a task. 

 

[6] DISADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATING MACHINE LEARNING WITH 

COMPUTER SECURITY  
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[6.1] MYTHS ABOUT MACHINE LEARNING IN COMPUTER SECURITY 
 

 Machine Learning in Computer Security is unusual 

Machine Learning algorithms like artificial neural networks were developed in early 

1950s.Intelligence capable machine was already implemented,Today Artificial intelligence is 

referred as machine learning. When it comes to cyber-security, Machine Learning is not new 

either. At that time also malware were increasing and automated systems were being 

developed but the final verdict was given by humans which now are given by humans. 

 Machine Learning- Do it once and forget about it 

There is a lot of difference between facial recognition and malware detection, faces remain 

constant but there are new malwares everyday. Just programming it once and assuming it will 

solve all the problems is not possible. The program needs to be updated in order to prevent 

new techniques and attack methods. That’s why the model needs to be constantly taught, 

sometimes it may be even needed to build from scratch. Obviously, with swiftly modifying 

malware, a security solution based on a model without an antivirus database is of no need. 

Cybercriminals can decode it easily and crack it. 

 One can let the security system learn of its own on all kinds of system. 

Number of malware samples depends from system to system. For example number of samples 

generated on a system of an end user will not be same as number generated on an antivirus 

lab system. Since the time requirement and other factors are not same and number of samples 

to learn will also differ, hence it might consider some malicious malware file as clean files. 

 It is possible to develop a security system based totally on ML model without other detection 

methods or human supervision. 

A machine having large number of samples can be taught to detect attacks and even eliminate 

future threats based on learning from samples. But problem arises when there is just one or 

two samples and a single model cannot be used to eliminate since it has no samples to learn. 

Different tools need to be used for different situations for tacking threats. 

 

[6.2] PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES 
 

In the industry of cyber security, the answer to whether machine learning can be trusted over 

human supervision is often”NO”. To certain extent we believe that more new technologies should 

be developed before we can fully trust machine learning systems. 

Simon Crosby, CTO at Bromium, calls machine learning the pipe dream of cyber security, 

arguing that there’s no silver bullet in security. What backs up this argument is the fact that in 

cyber security, you’re always up against some of the most devious minds, people who already know 

very well how machines and machine learning works and how to circumvent their capabilities. 

Many attacks are carried out through minuscule and inconspicuous steps, often concealed in the 

guise of legitimate requests and commands.[4] 

The main problem with unsupervised machine learning is that it generates many false alarms 

and alerts which causes a lot of trouble and decrease in sensibility. 

The machine should be efficient in order to provide results automatically. It needs to be fast to 

achieve a benefit over conventional security techniques. Machine learning must also deal with the 

problem of being attacked itself. What’s undeniably true is that machine learning has very distinct 

use cases in the realm of cyber security, and even if it’s not a perfect solution, it is helping improve 

the fight against cybercrime. While data gathered from end systems and networks are helpful in 

identifying threats, it only accounts for a small part of the cyber security picture. A lot of the 

intelligence and information required to detect and protect systems and companies from emerging 

threats are in unstructured data such as blog posts, research papers or social media posts. Being able to 

make sense from this information is what gives cyber security experts the edge over machines. 

 

[7] REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS 
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 The Minnesota Intrusion Detection System (MINDS) is an anomaly IDS implemented at 

University of Minnesota. It uses a set of machine learning techniques to automatically detect 

attacks against computer networks and systems. A density based outlier detection algorithm 

called LOF is used in the anomaly detection module of MINDS. Experimental results 

involving live network traffic at the university have shown that it it extremely promising and 

successful at detecting several novel attacks which escaped identification from popular 

signature-based tools such as Snort 2. 

 MITs Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab (CSAIL) has led one of the most 

notable efforts in this regard, developing a system called AI2, an adaptive cyber security 

platform that uses machine learning and the assistance of expert analysts to adapt and 

improve over time. The system, which takes its name from the combination of artificial 

intelligence and analyst intuition, reviews data from tens of millions of log lines each day and 

singles out anything it finds suspicious. The filtered data is then passed on to a human analyst, 

who provides feedback to AI2 by tagging legitimate threats. Over time, the system fine-tunes 

its monitoring and learns from its mistakes and successes, eventually becoming better at 

finding real breaches and reducing false positives. 

 

[6.2] CONCLUSION 
 

From above dissertation, we can conclude that Machine Learning integrated with computer security is 

beneficial but handing over complete control to a learning system is not efficient. A 

semi-supervision system needs to be implemented so that the analysis and most of the work will 

be done by the learning method but security operator will have the control and supervision over 

the system so that it can correct and make changes immediately according to the situation. 
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